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Thursday,
6th of May 2010

The day of arrival and dinner at Senoji Kvorta to
get to know each other
Unfortunately our plane had some technical problems so
we were forced to take another plane. Because of this
change we weren’t able to be arriving in time and take
part in the dinner.

Friday,
7th of May 2010

Project work
The day started with a warm welcome from the Telsiai
Adult Secondary School. After this the coordinator gave
everyone a review on the last meeting which took place in
Bristol.
Subsequent to the presentation of the coordinator, Martin
Thomas from Yale Collage of Wrexham presented us an
best practice example for low educated learners. He
therefore fields different media to improve the learning
processes.
At the end of the morning we started a groupwork. Our
task was to design a questionnaire with which we could
find out the media usage behavior of different social
classes. Therefore we discussed possible questions. This
groupwork made a lot of fun and because of the different
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ages und cultures in the group, a lot of interessting
questions were found.
In the afternoon the Telsiai Adult Secondary School
showed us their best practice example. They invented a
method to waken pupils’ creativity. Printed bookmarks
show the pupils’ thoughts about the meaning of literature.
Objects like jugs and trees are metaphors which reflect
different meanings.
After a short introduction in these different metaphors, we
had a workshop in glass painting, which was very tough
for me because I am not that talented.

Saturday,
8th of May 2010

Project work
On the second day of our project work the Austrian
partner organisation, Alpen-Adria-University of Klagenfurt,
inducted us into interviewing techniques. To aquaint
ourselfes with the techiques, we conducted interview in
groups of three. We conducted all in all three interviews,
so that everyone could assume the three different roles,
interviewer, interviewee and observer. The role ot the
interviewer was the most difficult for me, because in this
situation I was the one to lead the interview and think of
new questions to ask.
At the end of the morning we finished our questionnaires
and talked about the next project meeting. A project work
plan with tasks and responsibilities was made.
In the afternoon we had a guided tour in Samogitian
National Park. After our tour we arrived at a homestead
where we had a very delicious traditional dinner. We let
this project meeting die away with singing and dancing.

Sunday,
9th of May 2010

The day of departure
On the ninth of May we left from Telsiai to Germany with
a lot of new experiences and acquaintanceships. I would
love to take part in the next meeting, too.
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